
Unleashing  
the next level  
of quality  
assurance

Key  
Questions

Nagarro’s 360-degree approach reveals the current level of your QA organization,  
and recommends ways to level-up to a future-proof QA organization tailored to your 
specific needs.

The highly interactive 5-day workshop starts with insights gained through a question-
naire, stakeholders’ meeting and a final report that provides recommendations and 
roadmap for setting up a pragmatic test organization. This approach and framework will 
help you establish the next-level of future-proof quality assurance. 

For more about us, visit  www.nagarro.com

Get a 360° overview of a robust,
efficient quality asurrance process
and a future-proof QA team that is
crucial for every modern business. 

5-day workshop

Why does production still have  
many defects after spending a  
lot of money on testing? 
 
 
Am I thinking automation too  
traditional? How can Hyper- 
automation help in testing? 
 
 
Do you want cross-functional  
teams for optimal collaboration  
and maximum throughput?



Workshop concept

For more about us, visit  www.nagarro.com
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Understand current business flows and 
inclusion of QA of advanced technologies 

such as Hyperautomation, AI, IoT,  
Cloud  and so on.

Availability of SMEs (for around 2h/day)  
for process and functional discussion.

Creating initial draft of the roadmap  
and recommendations after discussion  

on key focus areas.

Availability of SMEs (for around 2h/day), 
customer test environment, tools,  

and test data.

Preparing high-level business presentation 
and creating final draft of roadmap and 

recommendations.

Availability of SMEs for final discussions  
and feedback.

Day 1&2 Day 3&4

Nagarro Automation Experts

Day 5

Workshop outcome

• Details of current situation 

• Areas of improvements in  
QA organization 

• A detailed roadmap to create world-class  
QA organization 

• Recommended test organization set up,  
and detailed roadmap to create next level  
of QA organization



Nagarro is a global digital engineering leader with a 
full-service offering, including digital product engineering, 
digital commerce, customer experience, AI and ML-based 
solutions, cloud, immersive technologies, IoT solutions, 
and consulting on next-generation ERP. We help our clients 
become innovative, digital-first companies through our 
entrepreneurial and agile mindset, and we deliver on our 
promise of thinking breakthroughs.

Our guiding principles are defined by one word –  
CARING, denoting a humanistic, people-first way of 
thinking with a strong emphasis on ethics. Caring guides  
us as a global company.

Today, we are over 12,000 experts across 27 countries, 
forming a Nation of Nagarrians, ready to help our  
customers succeed.

Why Nagarro

For more about us, visit  www.nagarro.com

State-of-the-art, pragmatic model based 
on TPI Next®, TestSPICE, and TMMI® 

Ready-to-use check list and templates  
for faster KPI-based assessment to ensure  
continuous future improvements

Experienced team of expert consultants 
who emphasis on building an adaptive
QA organization

Focus on future QA needs, especially QA 
for emerging technologies, and
upcoming new business needs and risks

Step up to the next  
level of future-proof  
quality assurance. 

 
 
Interested?

Drop us an email at: 
aqt@nagarro.com  
 
We’ll be happy to hop on a  
call to discuss the next steps.


